Given the rapid development of charging-while-driving technology, we envision that charging lanes for electric vehicles can be deployed in regional or even urban road networks in the future and thus attempt to optimize their deployment in this paper. We first develop a new user equilibrium model to describe the equilibrium flow distribution across a road network where charging lanes are deployed. Drivers of electric vehicles, when traveling between their origins and destinations, are assumed to select routes and decide battery recharging plans to minimize their trip times while ensuring to complete their trips without running out of charge. The battery recharging plan will dictate which charging lane to use, how long to charge and at what speed to operate an electric vehicle. The speed will affect the amount of energy recharged as well as travel time. With the established user equilibrium conditions, we further formulate the deployment of charging lanes as a mathematical program with complementarity constraints. Both the network equilibrium and design models are solved by effective solution algorithms and demonstrated with numerical examples.
Introduction
Owing to the rapid development of battery technology and growing concern about greenhouse effect, the adoption of electric vehicles (EVs) has grown significantly in the past few years. For example, EV sales in the U.S. have increased to approximately 120,0 0 0 in 2014, about six times of the sales in 2011 ( Geier, 2015 ) . Although they only made up about 0.73% of total vehicle sales, some have predicted that their market share would reach 50% by 2030 ( EPRI, 2007 ) . It is well recognized that the deployment of public charging infrastructure plays a critical role in nurturing the EV market and promoting the adoption of EVs (e.g., Morrow et al., 2008; He et al., 2013a; Nie and Ghamami, 2013 ) . Among various types of charging technologies, charging-while-driving (CWD) holds great promise. It can be achieved by either conductive or inductive charging. The former is similar to the technology used for trams and trains, charging EVs via lines overhead or metal bars in the pavement, while the latter, often referred to as dynamic wireless charging, transmits power without using any physical connector; the enabling mechanism includes, among others, inductive coupling, magnetic resonance coupling and microwaves ( Vilathgamuwa and Sampath, 2015 ) . CWD can electrify roads to be a charging infrastructure ( He et al., 2013b ) . With charging lanes deployed, EV drivers may not fear any more running out of battery en route. Such a pervasive wireless charging platform can mitigate or even eliminate the "range anxiety" of EV drivers and further boost the adoption of EVs.
Recent progress shows CWD and charging lanes are on the horizon (e.g., Cirimele et al., 2014; Lukic and Pantic, 2013; Ning et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2011; Choi et al., 2013; Shinohara et al., 2013; Vilathgamuwa and Sampath, 2015; Fuller, 2016 ) . The Energy Dynamics Laboratory at Utah State University has proved that enough power can be transferred wirelessly to safely and effectively charge electric vehicles ( Morris, 2015 ) . Future versions of their system are expected to wirelessly charge vehicles at a speed of 75 mph. Companies such as Scania and Qualcomm are also developing their own inductive charging technologies. 15 miles of charging lanes have been constructed in Gumi, South Korea, which recharge a dozen of buses while in motion ( Bansal, 2015 ) . Scania and Siemens are investigating an overhead charging technology and have a 2 km test track outside Berlin ( Scania Newsroom, 2014; Herron, 2014 ) . Volvo is field testing two conductive charging technologies at a 4 m track near Gothenburg, Sweden ( Schiller, 2013 ) . The British government is working with BMW, Renault and Scania to test dynamic wireless charging technology in 2015 ( TRL, 2015 ) . Siemens, in conjunction with Volvo, is to trial an eHighway system on a two-mile stretch of highway in California in the vicinity of the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach ( Siemens, 2014 ) . Recently, after completing a feasibility study, Highways England has announced to trial charging lanes in 2015 ( Highways England, 2015a,b ) .
We thus envision in this paper that charging lanes are deployed in general road networks via either conductive or inductive charging. With charging lanes deployed, drivers of EVs, when traveling between their origins and destinations, can select routes and decide battery recharging plans to minimize their trip times while preventing the batteries of their vehicles from running out of charge. A battery recharging plan will dictate which charging lane to use, how long to charge, and at what speed to operate an EV. The operating speed will decide how long the EV will stay on a charging lane, thereby affecting the amount of electricity that can be recharged. More specifically, a lower operating speed will allow more time to recharge but yield higher travel time. Therefore, EV drivers need to make a tradeoff between their energy need and travel time. Although previous studies have formulated network equilibrium models with EVs (e.g., Jiang et al., 2012 Jiang et al., , 2014 He et al., 2014 He et al., , 2015 He et al., , 2016 , all focus on accommodating the limited driving range of EVs, and none is able to capture such a tradeoff, which arises uniquely in the context of charging lanes. With the tradeoff, the relationship between traffic volume and actual travel time is no longer described by a single link performance function. Drivers' choice of operating speeds on charging links need to be explicitly modeled. In this paper, we will first consider EV drivers' route choice and recharging decision over a network where charging lanes are deployed and formulate a new user equilibrium model to describe the consequent equilibrium conditions.
We then proceed to optimize the deployment plan of charging lanes over a general network. A large body of literature has been devoted to optimal locations of refueling, recharging or battery swapping stations for EVs in a metropolitan area (see, e.g., Dong et al., 2014; Jung et al., 2014; Riemann et al., 2015 ) . However, most of them do not consider the impacts of charging infrastructure on EV drivers' travel choices. Among a few exceptions, He et al. (2013a) assumed that the availability of charging opportunities may affect drivers' destination choices and subsequently allocate charging stations to maximize social welfare associated with transportation and power networks. Kang and Recker (2014) investigated individuals' activity scheduling and routing with refueling, and then determined optimal locations of refueling stations for alternative fuel vehicles. Jung et al. (2014) proposed a bi-level programing model for locating electric taxi charging stations where a dispatch algorithm at the lower level determines where a taxi should be replenished and which station the taxi should visit. Recently, He et al. (2015) optimized the location of charging stations by considering EV drivers' adjustments of travel and recharging decisions. In this paper, as charging lanes will inevitably affect drivers' route choice and recharging decision, such spontaneous reactions need to be proactively accommodated when optimizing the locations of charging lanes.
For the remainder, Section 2 presents the operational concept of charging lanes considered in this paper and basic assumptions for the proposed models. Section 3 formulates a network equilibrium model and discusses its solution algorithm. The deployment of charging lanes is optimized in Section 4 . Lastly, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Basic considerations
It is envisioned that a government agency strategically locates charging lanes along certain road segments. When traveling between their origins and destinations, drivers of EVs make route choices and decide whether to use the lanes. They can decide where to enter and leave the lanes, how long to charge, and at what speeds they operate their vehicles. It is plausible that the amount of energy transferred from a charging lane to an EV will depend on the time that the vehicle stays on the lane. Therefore, driving speed is one of the critical decisions for charging an EV. Drivers can also decide whether to charge their vehicles while driving on charging lanes. In other words, EVs are not necessarily charged on charging lanes.
Since the overarching goal of this paper is to optimize the deployment plan of charging lanes, a static game-theoretic modeling framework is adopted, which does not allow us to fully capture the operational characteristics of charging lanes. Below we summarize our basic considerations or assumptions for the modeling and analysis of charging lanes in this paper: I. A link in the network is either a regular or charging link. All lanes on a charging link are charging lanes. This consideration is not overly restrictive as we can always represent charging lanes as separate links. II. All vehicles in the network are EVs with the same battery size and initial state of charge (SOC). This assumption can be easily relaxed by introducing multiple classes of EVs.
III. Compared with the travel-time cost, the electricity cost is insignificant ( He et al., 2014 ) . Therefore, EV drivers are assumed to select routes to minimize their travel time cost while ensuring not to run out of charge before reaching their destinations. IV. An EV driver can decide whether to charge his or her vehicle when driving on a charging link. If he or she decides to charge, the amount of electricity charged is equal to a constant charging rate multiplying the charging time. Apparently, charging time is no longer than the time that the vehicle spends on traversing a charging link. V. On a charging link, an EV driver can choose his or her travelling speed between a maximum currently allowable speed and a minimum speed limit. The former can be specified by the link performance function based on the flow of the link ( Yang et al., 2015 ) , while the latter is a predetermined constant and is assumed to be no greater than the former. When a fast-travelling vehicle catches up a slow-moving one, it is always possible for the vehicle to perform overtaking maneuvers so that its speed choice is not affected. The maximum currently allowable speed is thus assumed to only depend on the flow of the link. VI. The energy consumption of an EV is proportional to the distance that it has travelled. This assumption is particularly valid when the travel speed of the EV is less than 65 mph as per previous studies such as Wu et al. (2015) . We note that some other studies, such as Fontana (2013) , suggested that the energy consumption of an EV is not necessarily proportional to the distance travelled, but depends on its velocity and acceleration/deceleration etc. We further note that advancements in electric drive system may further change the energy consumption profile of an EV. Therefore, this assumption can be strong in many contexts and more realistic energy consumption models need to be used instead. However, as relaxing this assumption while capturing speed selections on charging lanes appears to be mathematically intractable, we leave it to our future study.
For the convenience of readers, below we list some notations frequently used in the paper. maximum currently allowable speed. For convenience, we hereinafter call them as the prevailing travel time or prevailing speed. Note that the prevailing travel time or speed is not the average time or speed of the traffic stream. Moreover, let t a be the travel time when travelling with the minimum speed limit. In other words, t a is the maximum travel time of the charging link. According to Assumption V, the travel time of an EV on a charging link should vary between t a ( v a ) and t a . We further note that as per Assumption V, the prevailing speed depends only on the flow of the charging lane, because overtaking opportunities are assumed to be always available. However, some may argue if a substantial number of drivers intentionally slow down for charging, the prevailing speed may be brought down. Appendix A presents a recipe how the model proposed in this study can be adjusted to capture such an effect. The key is to add one additional constraint to require the choice of speed can be only higher than the average speed of the traffic stream to a certain percentage.
Not all paths are usable to EVs due to their limited driving range. We thus formally define a usable path as follows. Definition 1. ( He et al., 2014 ) . A path is usable if an EV is able to complete it with or without recharging. size of an EV is 24 kWh, and its initial SOC is 10 kWh. The energy consumption rate is 0.3 kWh/mi and the recharging rate is 1 kWh/min. For scenario (a) without any charging link, the path is not usable, because its total distance is 86 mi, much longer than the driving range provided by the initial SOC, i.e., 10 / 0 . 3 = 33 . 3 mi. For scenario (b), although link 3-4 is a charging link, the EV cannot reach it with the initial SOC and the path is still not usable. For scenario (c), as the minimum speed limit is 30 mph, the maximum travel time of charging link 2-3 is 12 min. Therefore, the electricity charged on the link cannot be greater than 12 kWh. As a result, the driving range provided by the initial SOC and the charging lane is
. 3 mi, less than the total distance of 86 mi. The path is still not usable in this scenario. For scenario (d), in order to finish the trip without running out of energy, the vehicle needs to recharge 86 × 0 . 3 − 10 = 15 . 8 kWh at link 1-2, which requires a charging time of 15.8 min, less than the maximum travel time, i.e., 30 / 30 = 1 h . Therefore, the path is usable in this scenario. Further, since the required recharging time is less than the prevailing travel time, i.e., t 12 = 30 + 0 . 2 × 5 = 31 min , the vehicle can operate at the prevailing speed on the charging link.
Proposition 1. The usability of a path is flow-independent.
Proof. The recharging time on a charging link varies from 0 and t a . The latter does not depend on the link flow, and thus the maximum amount of energy possibly charged on the link is flow-independent. As previously mentioned, since the energy consumption is distance based, the usability of a path is flow-independent.
The above proposition essentially suggests that all the usable paths can be pre-specified for each O-D pair. We use ˆ P w to denote the set of usable paths between O-D pair w , and further assume that at least one usable path exists for each O-D pair. Otherwise, there is no feasible flow distribution for the network of interest.
Choice of operating speed on charging link
Consider an EV travels along path p ∈ ˆ P w , w ∈ W , and let s p a denote the actual travel time that the vehicle spends on charging link a ∈ ˆ A along the path. The actual travel time is corresponding to the operating speed chosen by the vehicle. , because drivers do not necessarily charge when driving on a charging link. As previously discussed, the EV driver attempts to complete his or her trip with the least time. By considering the SOC of the battery and the energy required for finishing the trip, the driver will decide a recharging plan that dictates his or her operating speed and recharging time. With a given traffic flow distribution ˜ v , the optimal decision of a driver traveling along path p ∈ ˆ P w can be obtained by solving the following recharging time (RT) problem whose decision variables include recharging time, actual travel time and the SOC of the battery:
RT:
where L max and L 0 represent the battery size and initial SOC; ϖ and e are respectively the energy consumption rate of the EV and recharging rate of charging lanes; m w represents a minimum SOC that the driver will feel comfortable with when operating the EV; such a reserved range represents the level of range anxiety of the driver; L p i denotes the SOC at node i ∈ N along path p ∈ ˆ P w ; A ( p ) denotes the links along the path while ˆ A (p) denotes all charging links along the path; and N ( p ) denotes the nodes of the path. As formulated, the objective function is to minimize the total trip time along path p . Constraints ( 1 )- ( 3 ) on charging links. Note that, the maximum travel time t a is considered from the safety aspect in our paper, and can be set to be sufficiently large, or just be omitted. Constraints ( 4 ) and ( 5 ) specify the relation between the battery SOC at the starting and ending nodes of any utilized link. Constraint ( 6 ) ensures that the SOC cannot exceed the battery size. Constraint ( 7 ) specifies the initial SOC. Constraint ( 8 ) ensures that the recharging time cannot be negative. Constraint ( 9 ) requires that the SOC cannot be lower than the reserved range. RT is a linear program written for each usable path p ∈ ˆ P w , w ∈ W . Below are its optimality conditions: ( 1 )- ( 9 ) −κ p ij
1
where
, ᾱ p a , and β p i are the multipliers associated with constraints (1) - (3) , and (6) - (9) , while κ p a is the multiplier associated with ( 4 ) and ( 5 ).
Definition and formulation of network equilibrium
Definition 2. ( He et al., 2014 ) . At equilibrium, all utilized paths are usable. Travel times of utilized paths between an O-D pair are the same, but less than or equal to that of any unutilized usable path between the same O-D pair.
Mathematically, we can define the network equilibrium conditions as follows: ( 1 )- ( 26 ) p∈
where μ w is an auxiliary variable, representing the equilibrium trip time for O-D pair w ∈ W .
Some may argue that EV drivers will prefer a path containing charging links, since the presence of charging opportunities provide them a sense of security, mitigating or eliminating their range anxiety. To capture this effect, we can introduce a security factor ζ a ≥ 0, which may increase with the distance of the charging link. Consequently, ( 30 ) and ( 31 ) can be rewritten as follows:
To formulate an equivalent network equilibrium model, we first define a set 
Proposition 2. The network equilibrium conditions ( 1 )- ( 31 ) are equivalent to finding ( π * , η * , ϕ * , κ * , ξ * , θ * , ς * , f * , v * ) ∈ that solves the following variational inequality (VI):
NE-VI:
The equivalence can be established by expressing the optimality conditions of NE-VI and comparing them with the network equilibrium conditions. See Appendix B for the proof.
Proposition 3. NE-VI has at least one solution.
Proof. We construct a restricted NE-VI problem with a compact and convex feasible region. Given that all the functions are continuous, the restricted NE-VI admits at least one solution (see, e.g., Harker and Pang, 1990 ) . Consequently, the original NE-VI has at least one solution.
, and κ p a are multipliers of RT, a linear problem written for each usable path with a compact and convex feasible region. Since the optimal value of RT is finite and bounded, we can always find some upper and lower bounds for these multipliers, within which optimal values of these multipliers still exist. From Appendix B , we
, and ς
. We can thus construct a restricted NE-VI by adding corresponding upper and lower bounds to ( π, η, ϕ, κ, ξ, θ, ς) . In addition, path and link flows f and v are bounded. Therefore, the restricted NE-VI problem has a compact and convex feasible region, and its optimal solutions also solve the original NE-VI problem.
Different from traditional user equilibrium model, even if link performance functions are strictly monotone, the link flow solution from NE-VI may not be unique. To see this, consider the network in Fig. 2 with two parallel charging links and an O-D demand of 5. The travel time functions of the two links are t 1 ( v 1 ) = 6 . 4 + 0 . 1 v 1 , and t 2 ( v 2 ) = 6 . 3 + 0 . 1 v 2 min, and their distances are both 7.5 mi. Suppose that the battery size of an EV is 24 kWh, and its initial SOC is 0.15 kWh. The energy consumption rate is 0.29 kWh/mi and the recharging rate is 0.3 kWh/min. It is easy to verify that v 1 = 3 . 5 , v 2 = 1 . 5 ; and v 1 = 0 . 5 , v 2 = 4 . 5 are both user equilibrium link flows. In both cases, the travel times are 6.75 min, equal to the recharging times. Note that any convex combination of these two solutions is also a user equilibrium link flow solution. However, all these solutions yield the same O-D equilibrium travel time.
Solution procedure
In this section, we solve NE-VI by reformulating it to be the following nonlinear optimization problem via a technique proposed by Aghassi et al. (2006) :
s.t. ( 27 )- ( 29 ), ( 32 )- ( 41 ) ˜
, and ˜ g w are auxiliary variables. In the above, the objective function is to minimize the gap between a primal and dual problem associated with NE-VI, and the constraints are those from the primal and dual problems. The optimal solution ( π * , η * , ϕ * , κ * , ξ * , θ * , ς * , f * , v * ) to NE-NLP solves NE-VI if the gap becomes zero. Given all the usable paths, NE-NLP is a regular nonlinear optimization problem and can be easily solved by commercial nonlinear solvers such as CONOPT ( Drud, 1994 ) . However, since it is time consuming to enumerate all usable paths, we apply a column-generation procedure developed by He et al. (2014) . The procedure starts with a subset of ˆ P w , w ∈ W , and solves a restricted version of NE-NLP defined upon the subset. Another sub-problem is then solved to determine whether the solution to the restricted NE-NLP solves the original formulation. If not, a new usable path generated from solving the sub-problem will be added to the subset of ˆ P w and the iteration proceeds until termination. Some new variables are introduced to formulate the sub-problem. Specifically, let F w a denote the amount of electricity recharged on charging link a to an EV traveling between O-D pair w ∈ W ; let be the node-link incidence matrix associated with the network and E w is a vector with a length of | N |. The vector consists of two-nonzero components: one has a value of 1 in the component corresponding to the origin of w and the other has a value of −1 in the component corresponding to the destination of w . Given the link flow solution ˜ v obtained from solving the restricted NE-NLP, the sub-problem of finding shortest usable path can be formulated as follows for each O-D pair w ∈ W : SP:
where x w a is a binary variable, which is equal to 1 if link a is utilized and 0 otherwise; ψ w a is a variable, which equals 0 if link a is utilized and is unrestricted otherwise; K is a sufficiently large constant; s w a and ˆ s w a are the actual travel time and recharging time on charging link a of O-D pair w .
In the above, the objective function is to minimize the total trip time. Constraint ( 42 ) ensures flow balance. Constraints ( 43 ) and ( 44 ) specify the relation between the battery SOC at the starting and ending nodes of any utilized link. Constraint ( 45 ) ensures that the SOC can be neither lower than the reserved range nor higher than the battery size. Constraints ( 46 ) and ( 47 ) suggest that EVs can only recharge at charging links, and the amount of energy recharged is equal to the recharging rate multiplying the charging time. Constraints ( 48 )-( 50 ) specify the relationship among the prevailing travel time, actual travel time, recharging time and maximum travel time on charging links. Constraint ( 51 ) ensures that recharging time must be nonnegative. Constraint ( 52 ) specifies the initial SOC. Finally, constraint ( 53 ) ensures that x w a is binary. As formulated, SP is a mixed integer nonlinear problem, not easy to solve, particularly for a large network. We linearize it to be the following equivalent formulation by introducing a new variable z w a : L-SP:
L-SP is a mixed integer linear program that can be easily solved using commercial solvers such as CPLEX 12.2. For each O-D pair w ∈ W , the optimal solution to L-SP, denoted as ˜ x w , can be used to construct a shortest usable path, i.e., ˜ p w . The iterative solution procedure for solving NE-VI can thus be written as follows:
Step 0 : For each O-D pair w ∈ W , solve L-SP with ˜ v = 0 . Construct ˜ P w = { ˜ p w } .
Step 1 : Solve NE-NLP upon ˜ P w . Denote ˜ v as the optimal solution, and μ w as multipliers associated with constraints
Step 2 : For each O-D pair w ∈ W , solve L-SP and obtain a path ˜ 
Numerical examples
Numerical examples in this section are based on the Nguyent-Dupius network (see Fig. 3 ), which consists of 13 nodes, Table 1 together with other link characteristics. The minimum speed limit is 30 mph and the O-D demands can be found in Nguyen and Dupius (1984) . As per the specification of Nissan Leaf 2013, L max is set to be 24 kWh and the energy consumption rate ϖ is 0.29 kWh/mi ( Nissan USA, 2013 ; US Department of Energy, 2013 ). The reserved range, i.e., m w , is 0 and the initial SOC, i.e., L 0 , is 20 kWh. We first consider a scenario with a low recharging rate e = 0 . 1 kWh / min, a level similar to a level 2 charger (see Table 2 ). We obtain an equilibrium solution shown in Table 3 and Table 4 . From Table 4 , we can observe that the energy consumptions Table 2 BEV charger specification ( He et al., 2014 ) . along all utilized paths without recharging are less than or equal to the initial SOC, i.e., 20 kWh; while along the paths with recharging (e.g., path 3 and 5), they are exactly equal to the sum of the initial SOC and the energy recharged. Fig. 4 shows the battery SOC, cumulative energy recharged, and consumption at the nodes along path 3. In this particular solution, drivers of path 3 will only recharge the amount of energy just sufficient to support their trips. Fig. 5 illustrates the prevailing, actual travel times and recharging time on two charging links along path 3 and 5. It can be observed that, when the recharging time is no greater than the prevailing travel time (see link 6-10 and 10-11 in path 3, Fig. 4 . SOC, cumulative energy recharged, and consumption at nodes along path 3. and link 6-10 in path 5), the actual travel time is equal to the prevailing travel time. This implies that given the recharging time is sufficient, drivers will travel at the prevailing speed. On the other hand, if the recharging time is greater than the prevailing travel time (see link 10-11 in path 5), the actual travel time is equal to the recharging time, as drivers have to slow down to ensure sufficient recharging time.
To analyze the impacts of the energy recharging rate, we further consider another scenario with e = 1 . 5 kWh / min, a rate comparable to a level 3 charger (see Table 2 ). Similarly, the equilibrium flow pattern is obtained as shown in Table 5 . Comparing Table 4 and Table 5 , we can observe that path 5 has changed, since path 4-5-6-10-11-2 is no longer one of the shortest paths between O-D pair 4-2. Further, although path 3 remains the same and the recharged energy is also the same, the recharging time and the charging links EVs choose to recharge on are different. Specifically, the Fig. 6 . SOC, cumulative energy recharged, and consumption at nodes along path 3.
Table 6
Social cost and recharging time. recharging time is only 1.69 min, much less than the time of 25.33 min in Table 4 ; EVs are only charged on link 10-11 (see Table 5 and Fig. 6 ). As expected, a higher recharging rate yields less recharging time and different choice of charging links. When recharging becomes more efficient, drivers may not need to slow down to recharge, thereby reducing actual travel time and thus the total system travel time. Indeed, the total travel time reduces from 172,227 to 156,994 min, while the recharging time reduces from 24,539 to 1540 min in the scenarios considered above.
To analyze the impact of the initial SOC of battery and the reserved range on the equilibrium, we solve NE-NLP with L 0 = 18 , 20, and 22 kWh and m w = 0 , 1, 2, and 3 kWh. Their social costs, i.e., the total system travel times, and recharging times are presented in Table 6 . All results are within expectation, demonstrating that the proposed model can reasonably capture the impacts of various parameters.
Locating charging lanes

Model formulation
Given a limited budget, we now optimize the locations of charging lanes in a general road network to minimize the social cost. Denote y a as a binary variable, representing whether link a should be converted into a charging link. If yes, y a = 1 ; otherwise, y a = 0 . The charging-lane location problem (CLL) can be formulated as follows. For completeness, we repeat some previously presented constraints here.
CLL:
(
−m
where I is the given budget, c a is the cost for constructing one mile of charging lanes on link a , and ρ w is an auxiliary variable, representing the equilibrium trip time for O-D pair w ∈ W In the above, the objective is to minimize the social cost or total travel time. The objective function can be extended to incorporate other considerations, e.g., maximizing the exposure of charging opportunities provided to EVs (e.g., Kuby et al., 2009 ) . In this case, a weighted value of a ∈ A v a y a can be added to the objective function.
Constraints ( 54 ) and ( 55 ) ensure that the total expense of charging-lane deployment must be within the given budget, and y a is a binary variable. The other constraints represent the optimality conditions of NE-VI as shown in Appendix B with the location variables of charging lanes.
Solution algorithm
As formulated, CLL is a mathematical problem with complementarity constraints, a class of problems difficult to solve especially for large problems (e.g., Luo et al., 1996 ) . This paper applies an efficient active-set algorithm developed by Zhang et al. (2009) to solve CLL. The basic idea of the algorithm is first to solve a restricted version of CLL upon a pair of active sets corresponding to a particular deployment plan and obtain the multipliers corresponding to the active sets. Based on those multipliers, a binary knapsack problem is then constructed and solved to update the active sets. A new deployment plan is thus obtained, which improves the objective value. The deployment plan is updated iteratively until there is no better plan. 
Note that RCLL is another mathematical program with complementarity constraints, but its optimal solution can be easily obtained by solving NE-NLP upon the given deployment plan, i.e., ( 0 , 1 ). The active-set procedure can be described as follows. For the proof of convergence, see Zhang et al. (2009) 
Step 0 Step 2 : Set Q = −∞ and adjust the active sets by performing the following steps:
If its optimal objective value is zero, stop and the current solution is optimal. Otherwise, go to Step 2b. 
At
Step 0, for simplicity, the initial deployment plan can be constructing no charging lanes on the network. As previously mentioned, the optimal solution to NE-NLP may not be unique. At
Step 0 and 2c, we can solve NE-NLP with different initial solutions, and select the one with the minimum social cost as the optimal solution.
At
Step 2a, the objective of the knapsack problem is to minimize the total estimated changes to the social cost by adjusting the current plan. k a and h a are two sets of binary decision variables, where k a = 1 means shifting link a from 0 to 1 , and h a = 1 means the opposite. If the optimal value is zero, which implies that no better plan can be adjusted from the current plan to lead to a smaller social cost, then the algorithm will be terminated. Otherwise, an adjustment plan ˆ y is obtained in Step 2b. However, because the Lagrangian multipliers are only estimates of the changes, ˆ y may not lead to an actual smaller social cost. Thus, Step 2c is to verify whether ˆ y is a better plan vector or not. If ˆ y doesn't yield a smaller social cost, then a new adjustment plan is obtained by solving the knapsack problem at Step 2a with a slight increased Q by ɛ .
Numerical examples
In this section, we first solve CLL for the Nguyent-Dupius network with various budgets to examine the active-set algorithm. Consider that c a = 1 unit/mi, ∀ a ∈ A and the budget is 40 units. The algorithm yields a deployment plan of locating charging lanes on Link 1-5 and 4-9, with a social cost of 152,159 min. Fig. 7 enumerates all 220 feasible deployment plans and verifies that the active-set algorithm generates a global optimum solution. We further increase the budget to be 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 respectively and the active-set algorithm also produces global optimum solution in all these tests.
We then further solve CLL for the Sioux Falls network, which consists of 76 links, and 24 nodes (see, e.g., He et al, 2014 ) . Note that the original Sioux Falls network primarily consists of urban arterials where charging lanes may not be needed. This numerical example only utilizes the topology of the Sioux Falls network while the original link characteristics are revised to reflect a regional freeway network. Specifically, the link performance functions are BPR function and the link characteristics are shown in Table 7 , and the O-D demands can be found in Table 8 . In addition, we set L 0 = 20 kWh, L max = 24 kWh, e = 1 . 5 kWh/min, = 0 . 29 kWh/mi, and the minimum speed limit is set to be 30 mph. The budget is set as 1600 units, and c a is assumed to be one thousandth of the link capacity. Fig. 8 shows how the social cost decreases at each iteration, i.e., each outer loop of the active-set algorithm. The algorithm terminates at the 6th iteration, and produces a deployment plan that locate charging lanes on links 9-5, 10-11, 13-12, 13-24, and 21-20 . The plan reduces the social cost by 13.23%.
Conclusion
We have investigated a mathematical approach to optimize the deployment of charging lanes in a general network. Given that remarkable progress has been made in the field of CWD, charging lanes can be deployed to allow EV drivers to charge their vehicles when traveling from their origins to destinations. The drivers are assumed to minimize their trip times by selecting their paths and recharging plans. A linear program is formulated to describe their decision of recharging plans and their subsequent route choices yield a network equilibrium state, which is formulated as a VI problem. An iterative procedure is developed to solve the VI problem efficiently. Numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the network equilibrium model. It is observed that drivers may slow down so that their batteries can be sufficiently recharged to cover their trips. With the established network equilibrium conditions, we have formulated a deployment model that optimizes the locations of charging lanes for a given budget. The model is a mathematical program with complementarity constraints and is solved by an active-set algorithm. Numerical examples based on the Nguyent-Dupius and Sioux Falls networks demonstrate the effectiveness of the active-set algorithm and the use of the optimal deployment model. Our future research will consider the simultaneous deployment of both dynamic and static charging infrastructure, which affects drivers' travel choices in a different manner. They also likely offer different prices of electricity and charging efficiency, attracting different types of users. It would be interesting to investigate how to optimally deploy these charging infrastructures considering heterogeneous drivers. This appendix includes the proof of Proposition 2 . The optimality conditions of NE-VI can be written as follows: 
where the third equality comes from ( 33 )-( 36 ), the fifth equality comes from ( B.9 ), and the last equality is from ( B.15 ). Therefore, the constraint ( B.1 ) can be written as below:
